Chinese Table Manners: You Are How You Eat

Eugene Cooper

I had been looking forward to this dinner with an important client for over a week. We were going to close the biggest deal of my career. He arrived on time, and I ordered a bit of wine. It was a fancy restaurant and I was trying to behave appropriately; I tucked my napkin neatly on my lap and lifted my wine glass carefully with my little finger extended in the way I had always seen it done. But what began well, began to go awry. I looked on in horror as my client ladled a number of different dishes together into a soup bowl, lifted it to his mouth and began to shovel it in. I was so embarrassed by this display of bad manners that I hoped no one I knew would happen by. My face must have betrayed my thoughts, but my client did not let on. He simply asked if I was not enjoying my food because I had left the dishes flat on the table. This took me by surprise, because I realized for the first time that he was looking at me and finding my behavior odd. Our smiles became realizations and turned to laughter. Luckily, we had a good sense of humor about our ethnocentrism. Somebody should have warned us; this could have been a real disaster.

Consider yourself warned. Table manners, like a great many everyday events, are heavily laden with cultural meaning. Understanding culturally prescribed behaviors is of practical importance, not merely interesting. More anthropologists need to be involved in cross-cultural training for situations where there is likely to be interaction between people from different cultures or ethnic groups.

As you read this selection, ask yourself the following questions:

☐ How does one determine which culture's table manners are better? Why do we judge people by their manners?

☐ What are the important distinctions in Chinese food?

☐ Which food is the most basic and a necessary part of every Chinese meal? What about your own culture?

☐ What does it mean in China if you leave your rice bowl on the table while eating from it?

☐ What is the overriding rule of Chinese table customs?

☐ How do the Chinese feel about eating alone? Why?

The following terms discussed in this selection are included in the Glossary at the back of the book:

cultural values
ethnology
symbol

“Etiquette of this kind (not putting half eaten meat back
in the bowl, [not] wiping one’s nose on one’s sleeve) is
not superficial, a matter for the surface rather than the
depths; refined ways of acting are so internalized as to
make alternative behavior truly ‘disgusting,’ ‘revolting,’
‘nauseous,’ turning them into some of the most highly
charged and deeply felt of intra-social differences, so
that ‘rustic’ behavior is not merely quaint but bar-
barous” (Goody 1982:140).

“Probably no common practice is more diversified than
the familiar one of eating in company, for what Euro-
peans consider as correct and decent may by other
races be looked upon as wrong or indecent. Similarly,
few social observances provide more opportunities for
offending the stranger than the etiquette of the table”
(Hammerton 1936:23).

Our shrinking world makes encounters with people
of other cultures increasingly common in our life ex-
periences. Whether in the conduct of business, in inter-
actions with our “ethnic” neighbors, or as visitors to
other countries, we are frequently called on to com-
mmunicate with others whose assumptions about what
constitutes appropriate behavior are widely different
from our own.

In such contexts, it often difficult to know
whether habits and customs one takes for granted in
one’s own home may be creating unfavorable impres-
sions in one’s host’s home. No less an authority than
Confucius, writing more than two thousand years ago,
was aware of the potential difficulties involved in in-
tercultural communication, and provided the follow-
ing advice: “When entering a country inquire of its
customs. When crossing a border, inquire of the prohi-
bitions” (Li Chi 1971:17).

Among such customs and prohibitions, those
associated with behavior at the table can make an enor-
mos difference in the way one is perceived by a for-
egn host.

As regards the Chinese in particular, the way one
handles oneself at the table gives off signals of the
clearest type as to what kind of a person one is, and it
is all too easy to offend, as I hope to show. At the same
time, however, it is easy enough to equip oneself with
a few simple points to bear in mind that will not only
pleasantly surprise one’s Chinese host, but also con-
vince him or her that one is a sensitive, cultivated,
courteous, respectful, and considerate individual.

Surprisingly, for a civilization which has gener-
ated so many handbooks of its various cuisines, China
has not produced any popular guidebooks for table
manners of the Emily Post variety. The field, of course,
has for the most part been preempted by the Li Chi—
records of etiquette and ceremonial—most of which
is said to date from the early Han. Indeed, many of
themes which characterize contemporary Chinese


table manners are present in the minute descriptions of
behaviors appropriate to people of various stations in
all the gradations of Han social structure, such as the
prescription to yield or defer. However, one is hard
pressed to find a general rough and ready guide to con-
temporary Chinese table manners of anything more
than the most superficial kind, usually present in popu-
lar Chinese cookbooks for Western audiences.

The absence of attention to table manners may be
the result of the fact that table manners are among
those habits most taken for granted—rules no grown-
up needs instruction in. A Chinese culinary enthusiast
of my acquaintance assures me that table manners are
not important in Chinese history, being far outweighed
by the scarcity of food generally as the major issue.
Nevertheless, an examination of Chinese table man-
rors provides sufficient contrast with Western table
manners in terms of structure and performance, as to
make significant features of Chinese etiquette emerge
in comparison—features taken for granted by the
native.

Those few who have written on the subject (Chang
1977; Hsu and Hsü 1977) generally qualify as bi-
cultural individuals with sufficient experience of both
Chinese and Western rules to tease out the areas of con-
trastive significance. My five years of field research
(and eating) in Hong Kong, and eight years of mar-
rriage to a Chinese woman who taught me Chinese
table manners as to a child, also qualify me for the as-
ignment, although my former European colleagues at
the University of Hong Kong might question my cre-
dentials as an expert on Western etiquette, to be sure.

BASIC STRUCTURES AND PARAPHERNALIA

To begin with, it is useful to consider K. C. Chang’s
(1977) broad outline of the important distinctions in
Chinese food between food (shih) and drink (jin), and
then within the category food, between fan (grain/rice)
and ts’ai (dishes). Chang establishes a hierarchy with
grain as the base, vegetables and fruit as next least ex-
pendable, and meat as most expendable in the prepa-
ration of a meal. Fish would probably fall between ve-
getables and meat at least as far as contemporary Hong
Kong is concerned, particularly if one includes the
enormous variety of preserved fish available.

In any event, it is fair to say that a Chinese meal is
not a meal without fan. The morning food event, at
which rice is not normally taken, or if so is taken as
gruel, is not thought of as a meal. When Chinese speak
of a full day’s eating fare, it is two square meals per day
rather than three. Thus rice (or grain) defines a meal,
and its treatment and consumption are circumscribed
in a number of ways.

It will be helpful, however, to lay out the general
paraphernalia with which the diner is equipped, and
the structure in which it is deployed before returning to the rules governing rice. On this subject, Hsu and Hsü (1977:304) have written:

The typical Chinese dining table is round or square, the ts'ai dishes are laid in the center, and each participant in the meal is equipped with a bowl for fan, a pair of chopsticks, a saucer, and a spoon. All at the table take from the ts'ai dishes as they proceed with the meal.

The ts'ai dishes are typically shared by all, and must be treated much as common property, whereas one's bowl is a private place which comes directly in touch with the mouth. The chopsticks are of both the mouth and the table, and mediate between. They are thin, and when employed appropriately only touch the one piece or small quantity a person touches first. Many Westerners find the habit of sharing from a common plate potentially unhygienic, and one might be tempted to dismiss this as a bit of ethnocentricity. However, the point has recently been made by no less an authority than Communist party secretary Hu Yaobang, who called attention to the unsanitary character of traditional Chinese eating habits and urged change.

One employs the chopsticks to take from the common plate and place food in one's bowl, then one raises the bowl to the mouth and pushes food into the mouth with the chopsticks. Hsu and Hsü state, "The diker who lets his fan bowl stay on the table and eats by picking up lumps of fan from the bowl is expressing disinterest in or dissatisfaction with the food. If he or she is a guest in someone's house, that is seen as an open insult to the host" (1977:304). Since one's bowl is a private place, "good manners do not preclude resting a piece of meat (or other items) in one's bowl between bites" (1977:304). However, one never puts a partially chewed piece of anything back into one of the common plates (I would not have thought this necessary to mention; however, an otherwise culturally sensitive person I know had the audacity to do so recently so it may bear mentioning.) Also, it is extremely poor manners to suck or bite your chopsticks.

In some cases the bowl may be substituted for by a spoon, as, for example, when one goes out to lunch with one's workmates, and each diner is supplied with a flat plate piled high with rice topped with roast pork, chicken, duck and for lap cheung (Chinese sausage), or with a helping of a single ts'ai dish (the latter known as hui fan).

Eating rice off a flat plate with chopsticks alone is not an easy task. Westerners exasperated with the use of chopsticks often feel their most intense frustration when trying to accomplish this task, and are often reduced to picking up small bits of rice with the ends of their chopsticks and placing them in the mouth. Seemingly to pick at one's food in this way is not good manners and marks one as an incompetent foreign devil, confirming in most Chinese minds all of their previous prejudices about guilios.

No self-respecting Chinese would attempt to eat rice directly from a flat plate without first piling the rice onto, or scooping the rice into, a spoon. One eats the ts'ai or meat with one's chopsticks, but rice is most often carried to the mouth in a spoon. The spoon stands in for the bowl in the mini-context of an individual serving, and one can also think of the bowl itself as serving in the capacity of an enlarged spoon in the context of regular dining as well.

Rice is usually doled out from a common pot by the host or hostess. When someone has filled your rice bowl for you, it is accepted with two hands. To acceptable rice with one hand suggests disinterest, disrespect, and carelessness. One places the full bowl in front of oneself and waits until everyone has been served. It is very impolite to begin eating before everyone at the table has had his bowl filled with rice. When one has finished the rice in one's bowl, one does not continue to eat of the common ts'ai dishes. To eat ts'ai without rice in one's bowl is to appear a glutton interested only in ts'ai, of which one must consume a great deal to get full without rice. Depending on the degree of intimacy of a relationship, one may, when eating at the home of a friend or acquaintance, rise from the table to refill one's bowl with rice from the rice pot in the kitchen. However, at formal occasions one's host will usually be alert enough to notice when one's rice bowl is empty and move to fill it before one might be forced to request more rice. When one rises to get more rice, the host will usually insist on taking one's bowl and filling it. One may decline such assistance if the host is a close friend by simply saying "I'll serve myself."

At banquets one is expected to fill up on ts'ai, and consumption of too much rice may be a sign of disrespect to the quality of the ts'ai dishes. No rice should ever be left over in one's bowl at the end of the meal.

As children we were always taught to leave not a single grain of fan in our bowl when we finished. Our elders strongly impressed on us that each single grain of rice or corn was obtained through the drops of sweat of the tillers of the soil (Hsu and Hsü 1977:308).

A corollary of this rule is never to take so much rice, or anything else for that matter, in your bowl as to be unable to finish it. It is also extremely disrespectful of the meal and of one's host to leave bits of rice on the table around one's bowl, and Chinese children are often told that each of these grains will materialize as a pockmark on the face of their future spouse.

As regards the ts'm, it is important to note again that it is arrayed for all to share. Generally speaking, especially on formal occasions, one does not serve oneself without first offering to others, at least those seated
immediately to either side. This applies also to the taking of tea, and one generally fills a neighbor’s cup before taking tea for oneself. When tea is poured for you, it is customary to tap the table with your fingers to convey your thanks.

The overriding rule of Chinese table customs is deference. Defer to others in everything, be conscious of the need to share what is placed in common. This means don’t eat only from those dishes that you like.

One very common point of instruction from parents to children is that the best mannered person does not allow co-diners to be aware of what his or her favorite dishes are by his or her eating pattern (Hsi and Hsi 1977:304).

When taking from the common dishes one should also only take in such proportions that everyone else will be left with a roughly equivalent amount. It is polite to take the remains of a common ts’ai dish after a new dish has been brought out. The desirability of the remains is diminished by the introduction of a new dish, and the remains of the old become fair game. However, it is rather poor manners to incline a common plate toward oneself and scrape the remains into one’s bowl. This “looking in the mirror” evokes the idea of narcissistic concern with oneself.

In general, young should defer to old in order of eating, and on formal occasions when guests are present children may even be excluded from the dining table until the adults are finished, or seated at a table separate from the adults. In the household of the boss of the factory where I did my fieldwork, apprentices commonly sat with the boss at the family table, but were relegated to the children’s table at the New Year’s feast.

A host will usually signal that it is appropriate to begin eating, after each person at the table has taken rice, by picking up his chopsticks and saying “sik fan.” When a guest has eaten his fill, he indicates that he is finished by putting down his chopsticks and encouraging others still eating to take their time. They in turn will inquire if the guest is full, and if he is he should say so. Upon finishing one may either remain at the table or leave. A guest of honor is expected to remain until all are finished.

In addition, one should be careful not to take large mouthfuls, to refrain from making noise while chewing, and to try to maintain the same pace of eating as others at the table. In contrast to Western etiquette in which “toothpicks are never used outside the privacy of one’s room” (McLean 1941:63), toothpicks are provided at most Chinese tables and it is not impolite to give one’s teeth a thorough picking at the table, provided one covers one’s mouth with the opposite hand.

Spitting is not good manners at a Chinese table, although this is a rule often honored more in the breach. Spittoons are often provided in Chinese restaurants, both as a repository for waste water and tea used to sterilize one’s utensils, and for expectorations of various sorts. Often the contents of the spittoons threaten to get up and walk away, so vile are the contents. The floor is fair game in many restaurants for just about anything remaining in one’s mouth not swallowable, such as small bits of bone or gristle. Hong Kong has improved considerably in this regard in the recent years, but in working-class restaurants and daipaidongs, spitting is still quite common.

INFLECTIONS OF GENERAL PRINCIPLES

Having laid out these basic ground rules, it remains to explore how these rules are inflected in the various contexts in which food events occur in contemporary Hong Kong. These contexts are many and varied, ranging from informal and intimate occasions when the family is together at home for a meal, to the more formal occasions involving elaborate feasts usually held in restaurants. Somewhat intermediate between these are the meals eaten out, but in somewhat less formal contexts—from breakfast taken at dim sum houses, lunches taken at foodstalls with workmates, to evening meals prepared in restaurants for individual diners (hak fan), and midnight snacks. Expectations as to appropriate comportment at the table will also vary with region of origin, age, and class position.

For example, for Cantonese a full meal usually includes soup, and many Cantonese feel uncomfortable leaving the table without having partaken of soup. The minimal structure of the Cantonese meal includes not just fan (grain) and ts’ai (dishes), but also soup. This minimal structure is served up in what is known as hak fan, a specialty of some restaurants (usually Shanghaiese) in which one may choose from a daily set menu of hak dishes, served with an extra large bowl of rice and the soup of the day. Hak fan is designed for people who must eat alone for some reason, not considered the most desirable circumstances. Two Chinese who chew each other would not sit down at the same table and order two individual dishes of hak fan. They would surely grasp the opportunity of sharing the greater variety available to each through social eating.

Jack Goody has likened eating alone to defecating in public (1982:306) because of the absence of the social in meeting essentially biological needs. Hak fan assures that even taken alone, the minimum structural entity of a Cantonese meal is available to be consumed. This basic structure is also revealed in a variety of thermos containers used for carrying lunch to work which are equipped with compartments for rice, ts’ai and soup.

Since the contexts in which food events occur in Hong Kong are so varied, soup is not always the focus of
attention. Proceeding through the ordinary day’s food events from morning to evening will give us occasion to note context-linked inflections of our general principles.

As mentioned previously, the morning food event does not pass muster as a meal, largely due to the absence of rice. Still, there are a variety of contexts in which this event may take place. At home, the morning food event usually involves rice from the evening before boiled down to congee with a variety of pickles and condiments tossed in or served on the side. This is usually grabbed quickly in the kitchen on the way out to work, if it is eaten at all, and seldom involves the entire family seated at a single table.

Eaten out, the morning food event may take several forms. Consistent with the quick and superficial character of the event at home is the food event taken at a food stall of dai pai dong, of which several different types serve suitable breakfast fare—congee (most commonly with preserved egg and pork), yautjiau (unsweetened fried dough strips), hot daojai (soy meat), jucheng fen (rolled rice noodles), all served with tea, usually in a glass.

Eating at a dai pai dong, and even in some restaurants, one assumes the probability that the chopsticks, stuffed together in a can and set at the center of the table for individual diners to take, as well as one’s cup, bowl, and spoon, will not have been properly washed. A brief ritualized washing usually precedes the meal in which one pours a glass of boiling hot tea into one’s glass, stirring the ends of the chopsticks in the water to sterilize them, pouring the still hot water into one’s bowl where one’s cup and spoon are immersed and sterilized. The wash water is then thrown out, usually on the street in the case of a dai pai dong, or in a spittoon at a restaurant, and one is prepared to commence eating. Occasionally, one is even provided with a separate bowl for washing one’s eating implements, filled by one’s waiter with boiling water from a huge kettle.

At a dai pai dong for breakfast, one usually shares a table with a stranger, or perhaps a neighbor or workmate, depending on whether one eats near home or near work. In any case, one’s portion is usually one’s own, and the rules of formal dining apply only in the most general terms. Food is usually taken with dispatch, as one is usually rushing to work or to school, and the idea is just to put something in one’s stomach to suppress hunger till the first meal of the day—ng fen (lunch).

The slightly more formal morning food event is dim sum, referred to most often as yam cha (drink tea). “Drinking tea” again refers to something less than a “meal,” although on weekends, taken with one’s family at a large table, dim sum often involves the consumption of large quantities of buns, dumplings, rice noodles in various shapes, a variety of innards, and the like. One sits down, is approached by one’s waiter, or in fancier restaurants by a host or hostess, who will inquire what kind of tea one will be drinking—saol mei, bo lei, suy sin, and that old perceived favorite of guai-lou—heung piet (jasmine). When the tea arrives the host will fill everyone’s cup and the meal may begin.

One acquires food from carts pushed around by young children and/or aged women, and less frequently by older men. One may find oneself sharing a table with strangers, or with regular customers who eat at the same restaurant at the same time every morning. Going to yam cha on a regular schedule assures one of continuous contact with the usual crowd, and it is common to find oneself seated at the same table with many of the same people each morning. While polite conversation is the general rule, more juicy gossip is not inappropriate as the relationship between morning diners becomes more familiar.

Generally, each diner is aware of what he has consumed, and the position of the plates may be adjusted where they have been ambiguously placed so the waiter can figure the tab. One eats from one’s own plates under such circumstances, and pays for one’s own plate; however, it is polite to fill the tea cup of one’s neighbor from one’s own pot if one is acquainted with him or her. There are still some restaurants in Hong Kong which serve tea in a covered bowl, quite literally stuffed with tea, and poured into a cup to be drunk, extremely dark, but the standard tea pot has replaced the bowl as a tea vessel in most restaurants.

A table shared with strangers or neighbors is usually an informal arrangement in which one eats one’s own food. However, taking dim saam may also be a more formal occasion, especially on weekends, or when one has been cheng-ed (asked out). In such circumstances many of the rules of formal dining apply, i.e., the food on the table is common and should only be taken in such proportions that enough is left for others. One may order dishes one likes from the passing wagons, but one should always offer to others before taking from the dish for oneself. The dishes accumulate somewhat at random due to the vagaries of the itinerary of the carts, so there is no formal order to the dishes’ arrival, although sweeter dishes are usually taken last.

Dim saam often trails off into lunch on formal or informal occasions, and by noon after the diners have warmed up with a few dim saam dishes, it is polite to inquire of one’s fellow diners whether a plate of noodles or rice (a real meal) is in order, and if so, to order such dishes from the kitchen from one’s waiter. Varieties of dim saam are also available from dai pai dong as well, sometimes served up in individual portions to go.

The midday food event in Hong Kong includes rice or a reasonable substitute (rice noodles), bean
noodles, wheat noodles), and is most often taken during a lunch hour break from factory or office labor. A variety of choices confront the Hong Kong worker eating out for lunch. Food stalls serve a variety of dishes, usually in individual portions on flat plates heaped high with rice, and covered with a single tsai dish. A glass of tea is usually served, and doubles again as a vessel for sterilizing one’s chopsticks and spoon. Blue collar workers in Hong Kong would often consume a full-to-the-brim tea tumbler of high octane spirits with such meals, and trundle back to work with the warm glow and slightly glazed look of a two-martini-lunch executive.

A plate of noodles may also be ordered from stalls specializing in such things. These may be served in individual portions, but given the easy divisibility of noodle dishes it is common for workmates to order a variety of noodle dishes and share them in common. A portion is lifted from the plate to one’s bowl; with chopsticks initially, when the noodles are easily grasped in quantity; with help from the spoon as the plate gets progressively emptied. The setting of shared common dishes makes the general rules of the table outlined above once again applicable.

Co-workers will often go out to lunch at large dim saum restaurants, catch the tail end of the morning dim saum and order a variety of more substantial noodle or rice dishes. Where eating has taken place in common, and occasionally even where individual portions have been served, it is unusual for the check to be divided. Someone usually pays the whole tab. Among workmates, or those who often eat together, there is an implicit assumption that in the long run reciprocity will be achieved. It is not impolite among status equals to grab the check and pay for one’s fellow diner, but this is not polite if the status difference is too great. Fights over the check occasionally occur in a way which evokes the potlatches of Northwest Coast Indians in which a status hierarchy is confirmed. Paying the check validates one’s status superiority over one’s fellow diners. Of course, the wider social setting must also be taken into account. One may be desirous of seeking a favor of an important person, in which case paying the check may serve as a mild form of pressure in which the obligation of reciprocity is finessed, enjoining one’s fellow diner to comply with one’s request. Food events are first and foremost social events.

The evening meal taken at home usually includes some warmed over tsai from the previous day’s meal plus an increment of newly prepared dishes. It is not good manners to ignore the leftovers, despite the fact that they may not be quite as attractive as when served the day before. The general rules of the table apply, although the intimate setting of the family at home makes their application somewhat less formal. Still and all, parents will most commonly instruct children as to the appropriate forms of behavior at the table in this setting, and the children must show that they understand and are learning. In many working-class homes in Hong Kong it is still common for the men to eat first, with the women joining later and/or hovering over the meal without ever formally sitting down.

At more formal dinners or at banquets or feasts associated with weddings, New Year’s, funerals or festivals, the primacy of the fan and the secondary character of the tsai dishes is reversed, with attention devoted to the quality of the tsai dishes (Hsü and Hsü 1977:307), and rice not served till last. Thus at a banquet one may eat tsai without rice in one’s bowl, and one is expected to fill up on tsai such that when the rice is finally served, one can only take a token portion, which is to say, this has been a real feast.

During festivals and especially when acting as hosts all Chinese seem to ignore their sense of frugality and indulge in extravagance. Tsai dishes are served in abundance. The host or hostess will heap the guests’ saucers with piece after piece of meat, fish, chicken and so on, in spite of repeated excuses or even protests on the guests’ part. When fan is finally served, most around the table are full and can at best nibble a few grains (Hsü and Hsü 1977:307).

By the time the rice has been served at a banquet the diner has already had a share of cold appetizer, several stir fry dishes, or whole chickens, ducks, fish, soup, and a sweet/salty dessert. The emphasis on whole items (with head and tail attached) symbolizes completeness and fullness, and evokes these meanings at the table. One tries to serve fish, yü, a homophone for surplus, yü, to sympathetically bring about that condition in one’s guests.

It is not polite to turn over a fish at the table. Rather, when the side facing up has been finished, the skeleton is lifted off to leave the meat underneath exposed. Apparently, turning over the fish is taboo among boat people, since the fish symbolizes the boat which will capsize sympathetically if a fish is turned over. Waiters in Hong Kong are never sure which of their customers are boat folk and might take offense, so they generally refrain from turning over any fish and apparently the practice has now become general.

A variety of prestige foods such as shark’s fin soup and the various eight precious dishes, are served at banquets more for the social recognition they confer than for the pleasure derived from their consumption (see de Garine 1976:150).

Conceptually, whiskey belongs with grain from which it is distilled and may be taken with food as a rice substitute. On formal occasions in Hong Kong scotch or VSOP Cognac is the rule, served straight in water tumblers, and often diluted with Seven-Up.
Another food event of note in Hong Kong is *siu yeh*—loosely translated as snacks. Usually taken late in the evening, they may include anything from congee, noodles and won ton, to roast pork, duck or chicken, to *hung daosa* (sweet red bean soup—hot or iced) and *dao-fu-fa* (sweet bean curd usually flavored with almond). *Siu yeh* is usually served in individual portions. If you go out for won ton mein, everyone gets his own bowl. If you order duck's neck soup with rice, you are served an individual helping of soup, and an individual bowl of rice. Depending on the class of restaurant you take your *siu yeh* in, you may or may not find it advisable to wash your utensils with tea.

Itinerant street vendors with wheeled carts dispense a variety of prepared *siu yeh* in some residential neighborhoods, calling housewives and amahs to the street clutching their large porcelain bowls, or doing out cuttlefish parts to school children on street corners.

In all these contexts the general pattern that emerges is one that centers on deference, in thinking first of the other, in suppressing one’s inclination to satiate oneself before the other has had a chance to begin, in humility. One yields to the other before satisfying one’s own urges. At the macro level of China’s great tradition, one finds such behavior characteristic of the *chün-tzu*, the individual skilled in the *li* (etiquette, rites, and ceremonies). He is one also skilled in the art of *jang*—of yielding, of accomplishing without activity, of boundless generosity, of cleaving to the *li*. There is even something of a Taoist resonance in all this, getting at things indirectly, without obvious instrumental effort.

Generally, it can be stated that the degree to which a Chinese practices the rules of etiquette marks his class position with respect to his fellow Chinese; although the degree to which the behavior of lower-class people at the table is informed by these rules should not be underestimated. Disregard of the rules on the part of a Chinese is regarded with as much distaste by their fellows as the faux pas normally committed by Westerners, except that the latter can be excused by their hopeless, if expected, ignorance.

It does not take much study for a Westerner to perform well enough at the table to impress most Chinese, since their expectations are exceedingly low. Keeping in mind a few simple things without slavishly parading one’s knowledge, one can usually avoid provoking disgust and revulsion, and convince one’s fellow diners that one is sensitive to others on their own terms, as well as to the world at large. Among the most basic of cultural patterns, learned early in life, the degree to which one observes these patterns has a lot to do with the way one is perceived as a person in Chinese terms.

Simple knowledge of the structural contexts, behavioral expectations, and symbolic associations of food events can provide access across social boundaries that would otherwise be less easily breached, and make it possible to more easily achieve one’s goals. Table manners are part of an inventory of symbolic behaviors that may be manipulated, finessed, and encoded to communicate messages about oneself. For the Chinese, as for almost everyone else, you are how you eat.
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